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It seems the folks at Medina, Minnesota are
eager to get a jump on 2013 with its early-
model release of the Victory Judge.

This new ride from Victory represents an
important addition to the cruiser line-up. In
recent years the company marshalled its
resources on expanding the touring line-up.
The Judge is Victory’s first non-touring all-
new model addition since 2006.

The Judge sports the now-familiar blacked
out motif, which stretches to its slash-cut twin
pipes and mag wheels. The flash of chrome
has been dialed down from gaudy to tasteful.

Victory lauds the “American muscle car”
lines, and we have to agree that designer Mike
Song successfully inserted retro styling cues
into the modern look.

You can now check this beauty out at North
Country Cycle and Sports here in Thunder
Bay.

The cruiser niche is known for its hewing to
traditional styling, but the Judge’s lines reveal
how the times have changed since ’06.

What can I say, it’s September…

There is still time to get out and get some
riding done. The Fall is a great time to ride. The
air seems to be cleaner, the trees are just starting
to change colours, traffic on the roads is starting
to wind down. Morning temperatures are a bit
brisk sometimes, but the days generally warm
up nicely.

If you’re thinking of getting one more ride in
this year you should check out J&P Cycle and
the National Motorcycle Museum in Anamosa,
Iowa. The 75 or so antique motorcycle riders
participating in this years Motorcycle
Cannonball Endurance Run are going to be at
the Museum on the afternoon and evening of
September 10th. This would be a great
opportunity to meet the riders and see all of the
pre-1930 bikes that they’re trying to coax from
Newburgh, New York to San Francisco,
California – in two weeks, covering 3956 miles!
That’s impressive!



- - - Rides and Rallies - - -
Sept 7, 8, 9 - 34th Annual Davis Motorcycle Rally in New Hampton, Iowa. If you want something fun to

do next weekend then make plans to get down to this rally, there will be lots of riding and lots of fun!

Sept 10, 2012 - Participants in the 2012 Antique Motorcycle Cannonball Run will be at the National
Motorcycle Museum in Anamosa, Iowa

November 1, 2012 - Jethro Tull plays “THICK AS A BRICK” in Milwaukee, Wisconsin
November 1 - 4 - Lone Star Rally, Galveston, Texas
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Looking for a simple
alarm for your motorcycle

or scooter?

If you want or need to protect your
motorcycle from theft, you can of course
install an expensive alarm with tracking
capability, flashing lights and dancing
girls. Or you can get one of those
immobilizers which includes sirens, but
are quite bulky to carry.

Or as a simple and cheap alternative, you can get the Puig Simple Bike Alarm. Puig is a Spanish
company close to Barcelona, which makes an alarm that totally conforms to its product name
"Simple Bike Alarm". The motorcycle alarm is small, portable and installing it is a matter of a
second or two.

As you can see from the photo it is indeed small. It has a magnet as base (it also comes with an
adhesive pad), so you just clip it wherever you want. Obviously no matter how strong the magnet is
you'll not want to ride with it attached so you'll need to put it where you can get to it easily to
unclip it before riding away into the sunset.

Once you've arrived at your destination all you have to do is lock
you motorcycle and attach the small alarm. You arm it by pulling the
pin out of it. Now, whenever the motorcycle moves, an alarm will
sound. The 6V alarm is self powered so there is no need to wire it into
your bike.

The upside of this is that it's very portable and can be put almost
anywhere. The downside is that a thief can remove it easily enough.
But it does mean he/she will be doing that while the alarm is blaring,
hopefully scaring them away.



Over 75 riders, from 11 countries across 4 continents, will participate in a historic
motorcycle ride that has captured the imaginations of people from around the
world. This odyssey promises to be a once in a lifetime experience for those who will
wrangle their vintage iron for 17-days (and 3900 miles) while meeting America and
its residents one mile at a time.

Not since the days of Cannonball Baker, the run’s namesake, has a journey been
planned on such an intimate and optimistic scale. Baker, who set his records in the
early years of the 1900’s, made several coast-to-coast runs during a time when
pavement was uncommon and support crews were non-existent.

The route chosen for this year’s endurance run is even more grueling than the 2010
Motorcycle Cannonball and was recently driven by route master, John Classen. He
declared the route “Challenging, to say the least.” From road closures to vast
distances between gas stops, the riders will have many difficult and tricky
circumstances ahead of them as they set their sights on the famed Golden Gate
Bridge in September.

AND, the National Motorcycle
Museum in Anamosa, Iowa is going to
host the riders at the Museum on the
afternoon and evening of September 10th
(subject to change of course) and
everyone is invited to stop by and meet
the riders and check out their amazing
machines.



MOBILE WARMING® was designed with outdoor
enthusiasts in mind; the range of applications is wide-

spread including skiing, hunting, hiking, fishing,
motorcycling and just everyday use. Mobile Warming's
break through technology gives unprecedented heating
and warmth for an entire day at the touch of a button
exceeding the heat transmitted by any other form of

insulation available in outerwear today.

As we start heading into our cooler weather here is something that you may be

interested in:

Heated Clothing with Portable Battery Packs.
http://www.mobilewarminggear.com/



Want another interesting road?
Try the Bolivian “Road of Death”!

Dave M. sent me some pictures of this road
and another road in China that I’ll show you in
another edition of the newsletter.

In a lot of cases these are truly “Roads of
Death”, as many people have been killed on
them. North Yungas Road is hands-down the
most dangerous in the world for motorists. If
other roads could be considered impassable,
this one clearly endangers your life. It runs in
the Bolivian Andes, 70 km from La Paz to
Coroico, and plunges down almost 3,600
meters in an orgy of extremely narrow hairpin
curves and 800-meter abyss near-misses.

A fatal accident happens there every couple
of weeks, 100-200 people perish there every
year. In 1995 the Inter-American Development
Bank named the La Paz-to-Coroico route "the
world's most dangerous road."

Along the route there are many visible reminders of
accidents, wreckages of lorries and trucks lie scattered
around at the bottom...

Buses and heavy trucks navigate this road daily, as it is
the shortest route between la Paz and Coroico. Buses
crowded with locals go in any weather, and try to beat the
incoming traffic to the curves. It does not help that the fog
and mist rises up from the heavily vegetated valley below,
resulting in almost constant fogs and limited visibility.
Plus the tropical downpours cause parts of the road to
slide down the mountain.



Travelling down to the southwest? If you make it as far as Arizona you’ll want to
take in the Painted Desert and Petrified Forest National Park. Not far from Four
Corners this is a magnificent area that has to be seen to be believed.

In Petrified Forest you’ll see the stark beauty of sandstone badlands, tabletop
mesas and trees turned to stone – all painted in nature’s psychedelic colours.

This national park includes six separate forests
containing multicoloured badlands and vast
mesas that are strewn with fossils, petroglyphs
and pueblo ruins. A trip through these park’s
colourful moonscapes provides a surreal
departure into a land rich in cultural, geologic and
archaeological history.

Are You Heading to Arizona?Are You Heading to Arizona?



Observations From the Road

Let me start this by saying that I am not, and will never profess to be, a great rider, and some
days I wonder if I am even an okay rider. It seems that my riding skill level goes up and down day
to day, and I sometimes wonder how I’ve survived this long.

But I do put quite a few kilometers on the bike over our too-short summer and one of the things
that I try to do while out on the road is to observe what is going on around me. And in particular
what other riders are doing around me, and believe me, some days it’s a little scary.

The following are a few observations of riding habits that I’ve observed and have read about on
biker blog sites. We all, myself included, strive to become better and safer riders so I present these
observations in that spirit.

Group Riding
Group riding is common for riders everywhere but apparently group riding is not everyone’s

forte. Group riding requires participants to bring together a bit of riding skill, a bit of riding
discipline and an awareness of what is going on around them. It requires a lot of concentration too.
This is important to keep everyone in the group safe.

Group riding in the staggered formation is a safe and efficient method of
travelling. Sometimes however there will be a rider in the group that makes
erratic or dangerous movements, perhaps following too close, or they can’t
seem to maintain a constant speed and keep speeding up and slowing down.
This gets tiresome for the riders following this person. Another scary
situation is when you have one or two riders in the group that keep
wandering back and forth from the right side of the lane to the left side.
Staggered formation riding only works if each of the riders maintains their
relative position in the group. Lane wandering makes all of the riders around
that person nervous and is flat-out dangerous. Group riding is also not the
place for showboating and stunt riding, it’s not going to win you any friends.

Using Signals
It’s amazing that we still see plenty of riders (and drivers) that don’t use their signals – whether

they be hand signals or turn signals. Because motorcycle riders are more vulnerable than car
drivers it is imperative that they let other riders around them know what they’re about to do.

Whether you’re changing lanes, merging into traffic, or need to pull off of the road. If you have
bikes behind you and you need to pull over don’t just hit the brakes and pull across in front of the
bikes behind you. This is a sure way to get rear-ended by the guy behind you.

You’ve got two hands and two turn signals – use them to indicate to the riders behind you what
you’re intending to do and give them a chance to slow down and back off so that you can perform
your manoeuvre.

Ride like a
jackass and

you’ll see more of
this hand signal.

Brake Lights
This is another area where many riders need to improve their skills. Because

of the power-to-weight ratio of bikes many riders only use their throttle and
gear box to slow their bikes down. This doesn’t help the riders behind you. If
you’re intending to slow down – tap your brake a couple of times, before you
slow down, to alert the riders behind you, and use a hand signal if you can.
This will focus the riders’ attention behind you and keep them from running up
on your back tire.

That’s it, that’s my rant for the day, I’ll save my rant on passing for another day. I realise that
this article probably won’t win me any new friends either, but these are things that riders are
doing out there and yet we’re all out there to have fun and ride safely.



2012 Pikes Peak Hill
Climb Results

Carlin Dunne dominated the 2012
Pikes Peak International Hill
Climb, setting a new course record
for motorcycles on the hill climb
from pole position for the second
year in a row on a Ducati
Multistrada 1200 S. This win marks
Ducati’s third-straight victory at
the historic race to the clouds.

Both Dunne and Spider Grips Ducati team-mate and six-time winner Greg Tracy finished the race
under the 10-minute barrier, which is a first for any motorcycle in the race’s 90-year history.
Dunne crossed the finish line at the 14,110-foot summit of Pikes Peak with the record-setting time
of 9:52.819, beating his previous record of 11:11.32, while Tracy was less than six seconds behind,
placing second with 9:58.262.

“Today was an emotional day,” said Dunne. “The year of work the Spider Grips Ducati team put
into preparing for Pikes Peak got us across the finish line in under 10 minutes, an achievement
we’re very proud of. When we heard that we won and broke the record for the second time, I was
speechless. The one-two finish proves the Ducati Multistrada 1200 S is the ultimate bike to conquer
Pikes Peak.”

Dunne reached speeds above 144 MPH throughout the mountain’s straightaways, and traversed
156 turns, ranging from hairpin, blind, decreasing radius, and multi-apex turns, while consistently
gaining elevation up the technical 12.42-mile course.

I don’t know if you’ve ever ridden up Pikes Peak and can properly appreciate the
accomplishments of this Ducati team. I’ve ridden Pikes Peak and trust me my time was closer to
an hour and nine minutes.

The whole event is quite a spectacle and fans get to meet the drivers and racers up close and see
their automobiles and motorcycles. More than 50 competitors gathered downtown with their autos
or motorcycles to meet with the fans.

This road is very treacherous, but thoroughly awesome. Major manufacturers commit hundreds
of thousands of dollars to the event by sponsoring cars and backing drivers. Average speeds are
insanely high and deaths are not uncommon. Amateurs race alongside of paid professionals – and
they occasionally win.





HeyHey AllAll -- Here is an abbreviated report regarding those who attended theHere is an abbreviated report regarding those who attended the KenoraKenora
Alzheimer Motorcycle Ride For Memories last weekend. Approx. 165Alzheimer Motorcycle Ride For Memories last weekend. Approx. 165 bikes gatheredbikes gathered
in Dryden late Saturday morning to prepare for ain Dryden late Saturday morning to prepare for a one hour ride toone hour ride to Sioux Lookout,Sioux Lookout,
Ont. Included were 9 Superior Riders members, one dressed compleOnt. Included were 9 Superior Riders members, one dressed completely in blacktely in black
leather and wearing aleather and wearing a ““Top Hat" when not on his bike. Quite a sight, probably oneTop Hat" when not on his bike. Quite a sight, probably one
of the more noticeable people in attendance.of the more noticeable people in attendance.

This was Dan Coulter who had ridden to Kenora on Friday, oveThis was Dan Coulter who had ridden to Kenora on Friday, overnighted there,rnighted there,
then rode to Dryden with about 25 other Kenora riders. They missthen rode to Dryden with about 25 other Kenora riders. They missed the rain that hited the rain that hit
the Fort Frances group with a sudden deluge that got one of ourthe Fort Frances group with a sudden deluge that got one of our new members sonew members so
wet that he scrambled into the bush along the route to become aswet that he scrambled into the bush along the route to become as bare as a bearbare as a bear
while changing into something dry. I don't want to tell you Davewhile changing into something dry. I don't want to tell you Dave's name, or mention's name, or mention
the beautiful black Yamaha Royal Star he rides, so you'll just hthe beautiful black Yamaha Royal Star he rides, so you'll just have to figure out whoave to figure out who
it was. Theit was. The hotel in Siouxhotel in Sioux was good. The steak dinner that was included in the $25was good. The steak dinner that was included in the $25
registration, wasregistration, was okay and having a bar/restaurant on same property of the hotel,okay and having a bar/restaurant on same property of the hotel,
was handy.was handy.

Unlike last years "race" across the highway from Dryden to FUnlike last years "race" across the highway from Dryden to Fort Frances, this yearort Frances, this year
Larry lead us to Sioux at a more restrained pace. It was fast onLarry lead us to Sioux at a more restrained pace. It was fast on the newly pavedthe newly paved
route from Dryden to Sioux, but not as fast as last year. Fun throute from Dryden to Sioux, but not as fast as last year. Fun though Larry.ough Larry.

We came homeWe came home by taking the highway out of Sioux across to Silver Dollar thenby taking the highway out of Sioux across to Silver Dollar then
south to Ignace. There were a couple of small gravel patches, busouth to Ignace. There were a couple of small gravel patches, but mostly chip sealedt mostly chip sealed
pavement. A little dusty but a great run. We got home mid afternpavement. A little dusty but a great run. We got home mid afternoon on Sunday.oon on Sunday.

The ride raised about $40,000 dollars. Quite a feat for thosThe ride raised about $40,000 dollars. Quite a feat for those communities. Kenora,e communities. Kenora,
Fort Frances, Dryden, Sioux Lookout, Red Lake, to name a few. NeFort Frances, Dryden, Sioux Lookout, Red Lake, to name a few. Next year the ridext year the ride
goes to Dryden, then stays there over Saturday night. It would sgoes to Dryden, then stays there over Saturday night. It would sure be nice next yearure be nice next year
to have a ride of 20 or 30 Thunder Bay Superior Riders make thatto have a ride of 20 or 30 Thunder Bay Superior Riders make that four hour ride. Itfour hour ride. It
may encourage some of our new members from NW Ontario to come oumay encourage some of our new members from NW Ontario to come out.t.

The mayor of Kenora is a biker and while speaking, heThe mayor of Kenora is a biker and while speaking, he thanked us for travellingthanked us for travelling
the distance we did to support them. That way nice.the distance we did to support them. That way nice.

When it comes up mid August next year, please consider traveWhen it comes up mid August next year, please consider travellinglling
with us to support this worthwhile cause AND impress more of thwith us to support this worthwhile cause AND impress more of thoseose
NWO bikers that we have an organization they could belong to.NWO bikers that we have an organization they could belong to.

Thanks,Thanks,
Joe McEachernJoe McEachern

Here is a short noteHere is a short note

from Joe about thisfrom Joe about this
years Kenorayears Kenora

AlzheimerAlzheimer
Motorcycle Ride forMotorcycle Ride for

MemoriesMemories


